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SMC masts are known as being the most robust
on the market. Every mast manufactured is tested
and we only use the highest quality components
and latest precision machinery. However, like any
quality product engineered to last, proper
maintenance will ensure its continued
lifespan year after year.

SMC pride ourselves on the longevity
of your SMC mast. To guarantee it
performs as it was designed to for as
long as possible, it is important to carry
out essential routine maintenance,
especially if it is being stored and used
outdoors in extreme weather conditions.
To help you accomplish this, we offer
a wide range of service and
maintenance plans.

While the frequency of maintenance is
dependent on a number of key factors,
such as the climate/environment and
how often the mast is being used; other
elements, such as salt water, dust and
sand can lead to dry and sticky sections.
In these conditions a lubrication kit,
alongside a regular servicing schedule,
is recommended.
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Checking Mast Seals
For long duration storage, to prevent the seals from deforming,
store the mast in an upright position. Carry out air pressure
tests every year for normal conditions; quarterly if being used
or stored in harsh environments.

Performing an air pressure test
■

To perform, erect the mast with no head load. If fitted, DO NOT lock
the locking collars.

■

Connect a pressure gauge and air hose from the air source to the
mast. Raise and lower the mast two or three times to ensure
smooth operation.

■

Finally, pressurise the mast, referring to the mast label for pressure
figure and leave the mast extended, at this pressure, for ten minutes.

■

After this time, check the pressure gauge. If the pressure has
dropped more than 2psi, check the mast for leaks and service
or repair as necessary.

■

Need assistance servicing your mast? Contact us for in-house
service options.

Leaking seals
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■

When the mast has been stored in a horizontal
position the seals may deform slightly and allow
air to pass.

■

It is also possible, under some storage conditions,
for the grease used in manufacture to harden and
prevent the seal lip from touching the tube wall.

■

To correct this, stand the mast at a vertical position
and inject SMC Super Fluid into oiler located in each
collar, allowing it to drain down inside the tubes.

■

Then, pull out each section in turn and, with the air
release valve closed, thrust the sections downward.
This forces the lip of the seal back to its original
position against the wall of the tube. If the seal
continues to leak, contact us about our full service
kit options.
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Lubricating your mast
■ Only use oils/lubricants
recommended by SMC. Failure to do
so may invalidate the warranty.
■ Inspect and lubricate mast
sections at four-week intervals or
every 200 operations, whichever
occurs soonest.
■ If the mast has been used in a dusty
environment, resulting in a build
up of contaminants and/or old
lubricant on the surface of the tubes,
remove by wiping each section with
an oil-soaked cloth. Also, drain the
contaminated lubrication via the
exhaust valve, then reapply 6 to 8oz
of fresh Superlube.

■ During periods of sustained cold
and freezing conditions, SMC
recommends the use of SMC Kilfrost
Lubricant. Please note: Kilfrost has
a recommended upper operating
temperature of 70°C; however, be
aware that the temperature inside
the mast may vary in relation to the
ambient environment temperature.
■ Periodically oil the locking handle
threads if fitted.
■ To prevent the build up of water
inside the mast when not in use, SMC
recommend the use of a mast cover.
In addition, the exhaust valve may be
left open.

■ To protect the seals, oil should be
injected into the spring-loaded
lubrication points located in each
collar. Alternatively, proprietary oil
misters may be incorporated within
the air supply line.
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Protecting your mast in winter
Follow these self-maintenance tips to help protect and prolong
the quality of your mast throughout winter:

Apply lubricant
One of the best ways to protect your mast in the coldest
months of the year is to clean and apply a generous
amount of Kilfrost to the sections and collars. This
will help to limit the chance of rusting and freezing
occurring, which will prevent the parts from moving
as smoothly as intended.

Allow water to drain freely
When water freezes it expands and can cause serious
damage to outdoor pipes and equipment that is housed
outside, and a mast is no different. Therefore, it’s very
important during deployment, if your mast is not being
extended and retracted on a regular basis, or has been
deployed in stormy weather, to allow water to drain freely
through it via the exhaust valve and refill the system
with Kilfrost.

Store it correctly
If the mast is not being used and is stored outdoors in
cold temperatures, we highly recommend a mast bag to
prevent water entering the mast and freezing, as this can
result in serious damage to the sections. If you store your
mast indoors, we recommend keeping your mast in a
vertical position, if possible, to avoid deforming the seals.

We offer flexible servicing solutions
The frequency of maintenance is very much dependent
on a number of key factors, such as the climate/environment
and how often the mast is being used. Contact us today
to discuss the service and maintenance option that
works best for your SMC product.
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Service & Maintenance Kits
All service kits come with all components to do complete
rebuilds of the systems, along with Super Lube and Kilfrost.

SWIFTPN/TPM Service Kit

NH Service Kit

NL Service Kit

NX Service Kit

BR / HD 9 Inch Service Kit

NY Service Kit

NK Service Kit

BR 6 Inch Service Kit

If you are unsure which mast
service kit you require, please
contact our mast service team on:

Show your
All service kits come with all components to do complete
SMC
some
TLC
rebuilds of the systems, along with Super
Lube and
Kilfrost.
+44 (0)23 8024 6200 or
email sales@smc-comms.com
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Show your
SMC some TLC

Stand tall in all environments
For further help and support, contact our mast service team.
SMC UK
T: +44 (0)23 8024 6200
E: sales@smc-comms.com
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SMC US (Hilomast)
T: +1 (386) 221-5006
E: sales@hilomast.com
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